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The Influence of Pulse Voltage Rise on Processes in Pulsed Atmospheric DBD
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In pulsed atmospheric Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) with extreme small voltage

rise time the reduced electric field strength E/N is increased and therefore the electric

energy transferred to the electrons becomes higher. Therefore, dissociation-,

excitation- as well as ionization-rates are increased and can improve the effectiveness

of the discharge. This improvement was shown in DBD- VUV radiation sources,

chemical processing and DBD actuators in aerodynamics.

Therefore, the general question arises: how fast must be the ramp-up time to get

specific pulse-related properties in DBD. In the contribution answers to this question

are given from experiments in a DBD. The ramp-up time was changed continuously

from 8kV/50ns to about 6kV/6µs sinusoidal voltage. Voltage, current and light

emission was measured time-resolved. The emitted light was also detected at two

different positions of the discharge to register the spatial development of the DBD in

the parallel plate configuration. The DBD was driven by an H-bridge, which is capable

to generate bipolar voltages with amplitudes up to 8kV and rising times less than

50ns. High-voltage solid-state switches are used for the H-bridge. In air only one light

emission signal could be detected in the aperture angle of the optical system during

the pulse ramp at the highest voltage slope (1.6 10

11

 V/s) and the signals appear at

both positions (distance 7.5 cm) simultaneously. This could indicate the existence of a

homogenous discharge without filaments (Atmospheric Pressure Glow Discharge,

APGD). The discharge current is in the order of 1.4 A, the duration time of the

discharge is about 25 ns. At the lowest voltage slope (1 10

9

 V/s) several

discharge-filaments are detected during the pulse ramp. The filament-discharge

currents are about 5 mA and the duration time of one filament discharge is about 5 to

10 ns.

In the presentation the intermediate results between the highest and lowest voltage

slope will be discussed in detail and a comparison between pulsed DBD in air and in

argon is given.
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